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Song for My Fathers is the story of a young white boy driven by aconsuming passion to learn

the music and ways of a group of agingblack jazzmen in the twilight years of the segregation

era.Contemporaries of Louis Armstrong, most of them had played in localobscurity until

Preservation Hall launched a nationwide revival ofinterest in traditional jazz. They called

themselves “the mens.” Andthey welcomed the young apprentice into their ranks. The boy was

introduced into this remarkable fellowship by hisfather, an eccentric Southern liberal and failed

novelist whose powerfularticles on race had made him one of the most effective polemicistsof

the early Civil Rights movement. Nurtured on his father’s belief inracial equality, the aspiring

clarinetist embraced the old musicianswith a boundless love and admiration. The narrative

unfolds againstthe vivid backdrop of New Orleans in the 1950s and ‘60s. But thatmagical place

is more than decor; it is perhaps the central player, forthis story could not have taken place in

any other city in the world.



Praise for song for my fathers“Song for My Fathers struts with the energy of youth, tempered a

bit by the wisdom of middle age, and the bittersweet certainty that change is inevitable. Every

page of this newly minted classic of life in New Orleans is filled with grace and gratitude, a debt

paid in full to the men who showed Tom Sancton the way.”—New Orleans Times-Picayune,

Best Book of 2006“This is an important inside look into an under-investigated period of New

Orleans music. It tells a story with an insider’s heart, a reporter’s eye, and the pure feeling of a

New Orleans musician. Enjoyable, informative, and engaging.”—WYNTON MARSALIS“Finally

a book about New Orleans music from a totally fresh perspective. Tom Sancton was fortunate

to have had a very colorful upbringing in the cradle of jazz and we’re fortunate that he wrote

about it so rivetingly.”—WOODY ALLEN“A lyrical memoir that re-creates a time and place and

tells a poignant story about a father who was as difficult as he was lovable.”—USA

Today“Former Time Paris bureau chief Tom Sancton recaptures the jazz-filled spirit of New

Orleans in the 1950s and ’60s, recounting his experiences and fellowship with ‘the mens,’ the

black musicians of Preservation Hall.”—Time Magazine“For me, Tom Sancton has long been

the face of New Orleans. And now with this exquisite memoir, he is also that lost city’s voice.”—

GRAYDON CARTER, editor in chief of Vanity Fair“Returning to his hometown, New Orleans,

Sancton places his hands on Preservation Hall’s wrought-iron gates and peers in, recalling a

city that ‘had mostly faded into history long before Katrina struck—a victim of time, progress,

and the eternal passing of generations.’ [Sancton] honors his father, a white writer with

progressive views, and ‘the mens,’ the black and Creole musicians who accepted the author

into their ranks … Sancton’s prose seduces like a good second-line parade.”—Entertainment

Weekly“Song for My Fathers offers an often funny and sometimes heart-wrenching tribute to

the battered city, a salutation to the wisdom, strength and humor of the music and musicians

who give New Orleans its soul, and a guidebook to its heart. It is also a salutation to the power

of music that melts down racial/class/economic barriers, and an important chronicle of the

history of civil rights, as well as the city’s significance and contribution to our country.”—

Edge“Song for My Fathers brings vividly to life the vanished world of New Orleans in the 1950s

and 1960s. Lovingly described, the colorful musical life of the founding fathers of traditional

jazz interweaves with that of a middle-class white boy, growing up in the last vestiges of the

Old South. Tom Sancton is a rare and privileged individual, who absorbed his jazz from such

revered musicians as George Lewis, Creole George Guesnon, and Harold ‘Duke’ Dejan, but

who also learned how to write with skill and passion from his own father, who never found the

success his talent deserved. Sancton’s narrative deftly brings together the two sides of his life,

and in doing so captures the sights, sounds, smells, and society of a magical city living on

borrowed time.”—ALYN SHIPTON, jazz critic for The Times (London) and author of A New

History of Jazz“Some of the best writing ever about the New Orleans Revival, the rediscovery

of some of the city’s earliest jazz men that began at the end of the 1930s and gained traction

with Bunk Johnson’s first recordings in 1942.”—Gambit Weekly“Sancton’s poignant coming-of-

age tale serves as both a loving paean to his father and an eloquent memoir of a moment in

musical and social history.”—Atlanta Journal-Constitution“As much a personal journey as a

restoration of New Orleans music history, Song for My Fathers drenches itself in the sweat of a

life spent riding the fence between patriarchal extremes.”—Austin Chronicle“Sancton writes

with clear-eyed honesty about the racial tensions present as segregation laws began crumbling

in New Orleans during his teenage years. Yet his tone is anything but preachy; he doesn’t

sentimentalize the struggle of musicians as they straddled the racial divide … Preserving the



heritage will require the talents of both the musicians and the writers. In Sancton and in Song

for My Fathers, both can be found.”—New Orleans Magazine“An evocative and luminous

memoir.”—Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel“Tom Sancton has written a masterpiece—one of the

most readable narratives on New Orleans jazz to come along in years.”—JazzBeat“A memoir

in the truest sense of the word, this is the story of a young white boy discovering life at its most

meaningful and bittersweet … Brimming with the creatively ripe atmosphere of New Orleans

pre-Katrina.”—Library Journal“[A] beguiling coming-of-age memoir … This enduring portrait of

a particular side of New Orleans—which Sancton notes ‘had mostly faded into history long

before Katrina struck’—vividly captures the author’s complicated relationships with his father,

his hometown, and the wonderful characters drawn to it … in prose that can emotionally mimic

the sound of a horn and summon the taste of red beans and rice.”—Publishers Weekly (starred

review)
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prologueMy heart leapt when we reached the top of the Causeway Boulevard overpass and

saw the skyline of downtown New Orleans. “It’s still there, Clay,” I said. “It’s still there!” My

Mississippi cousin, riding shotgun in our borrowed Ford pickup, pointed to the distant

Superdome. Three quarters of its roof had been peeled away like an onion skin. And sunlight

danced on the watery arteries that once were streets and avenues.But we were not there on

that September day in 2005 to gawk at the stricken city. We were on a mission: first, to see

what was left of my family home; second, to retrieve some vital objects for my parents. Both

ninety years old and living alone, they had reluctantly joined the New Orleans diaspora on

August 28, when my sister forced them into her car and headed for Florida. My father’s

cracking voice had announced their imminent departure in a brief voicemail message that I

received in my suburban Paris home on a beautiful summer day: “Tommy, the worst storm in

U.S. history is about to hit New Orleans. We are leaving town with Beth.” That was the last I

heard from them for nearly a week.In the meantime, like TV viewers around the world, I saw

the horrific scenes from New Orleans and the Gulf Coast: whole neighborhoods under water,

bodies drifting through the flooded streets, thousands of refugees herded into the reeking

bedlam of the Superdome and the Convention Center, miles and miles of beachfront property

reduced to piles of shattered timber. And as much as I worried about the fate of my family, I

worried about the future of that strange, magical city that had been my home until I left for

college.As the days went by, I frantically dialed Beth’s cell phone number. I finally got through

to my other sister, Wendy, who told me my parents were staying with family friends near

Pascagoula, Mississippi, in a house with no electricity or running water. Wendy’s bungalow in



nearby Moss Point had survived, but Beth’s home on the coast at Pass Christian had been

totally destroyed.That news hit me almost as hard as a death in the family. Starting out with

nothing but her irrepressible energy and determination, Beth had worked all her life to get that

dream house. Built in 1871, the colonnaded wood and brick mansion had been through many a

ferocious storm. It was badly battered by Hurricane Camille in 1969, and was little more than

an empty shell when Beth bought it several years later. She spent a quarter century restoring it

into an elegant showplace with twin rows of oak trees in front and stables in back. She filled it

with antique furniture and family photos and cherished it like Scarlett O’Hara cherished Tara.

Four generations of our family had gathered there the previous Christmas, little knowing it

would be for the last time. But when all the pelicans disappeared from the coast a week before

the storm, Beth took it as an omen. While on her way to Florida, with my parents in tow, she

had stopped in Pass Christian and literally kissed the old place good-bye. She went back the

day after Katrina hit to sift through the ruins. All she found was a few pieces of silver, some

broken china, and parts of her antique bed. “I’ll just have to start all over,” she vowed, like

Scarlett at the end of the Civil War.My parents eventually made it to Jackson, Mississippi,

where my mother was born in 1915 and still had some family. I met them there after flying in

from Paris. They were okay, but feeble and shaken. My mother, almost totally deaf and

suffering from a heart condition, needed her medicine and her amplifying telephone. My father,

a writer struck nearly blind by macular degeneration, needed his reading machine in order to

finish what he had long assured us would be his masterpiece. And he was frantic over the state

of his house.It must once have been a majestic place—two stories high, white fluted columns,

large breezy verandas with elegant banisters upstairs and down. The house had enjoyed a

brief moment of glory after Hurricane Betsy battered it in 1965. My father, who never seemed

to have any money or a stable job, had used the insurance settlement to fix the place up.

Seven years later, though, a fire started in the downstairs rental unit and gutted much of the old

wooden structure. The upstairs, where my parents lived, received cursory repairs that made it

marginally inhabitable. But it was all jerry-rigged—extension cords dangling every which way,

dysfunctional plumbing, open gas heaters with no ventilation system. The downstairs

apartment, a vital source of rental income, was simply boarded up, charred timbers and all,

and remains so to this day.As my parents got older, the place disintegrated into moldy

decadence, with broken furniture, threadbare carpets, rusted-out screens, dust and clutter

everywhere. Cardboard boxes filled with my father’s files multiplied and devoured one room

after another. In the kitchen, decades of grease and grime covered the walls; the door of the

refrigerator was coated with rust and, more often than not, food was left on the countertop

overnight for the roaches to feast on.The outside of the house was no less chaotic. Climbing

vines ran wild. The phalanx of trees that Daddy had long ago planted to block out the outside

world pushed the side fence down and cracked the foundations of the house with their root

systems. A thick carpet of rotting leaves and fallen palm branches covered what was once the

front lawn. The backyard was invaded by a ten-foot-high thicket of bamboo. More than once, I

was stopped on the sidewalk by passersby who wanted to buy what they thought was an

abandoned ruin.My sisters and I hoped that Katrina’s wrath would do what no rational

discussion could ever accomplish: force my father to accept the fact that, at ninety years old,

confronted with multiple infirmities, he and my mother could no longer live alone in their

disheveled New Orleans nest. I rented them a clean, functional house in the leafy

neighborhood that my mother had grown up in. Her Mississippi family—we have a lot of

“kissing cousins” in the South—provided the perfect support network. From storerooms and

attics and basements, they retrieved the wherewithal to furnish the new place and make it cozy.



But my father soon dispelled any idea that he would accept Jackson as a long-term

proposition.“Listen to me,” he croaked, riveting me with what I had known since childhood as

the look. It was a hard, cold, gaze of his blue eyes, now narrowed by age into little slits, but still

hurtful and fearsome in their brutal penetration. “I know you children have some idea that we

are going to stay here. Understand this well: we are going back to New Orleans. What would I

do here? There’s nothing for me in Jackson. I’d die here.”“What about Mother? Don’t you think

she’d be happier in a clean, decent place, surrounded by her family?”“She’s happy with me. I’m

the only person who can make her happy. I’m her caregiver. She needs me.”“But she doesn’t

need to go back to that shambles of a house. Do you have any idea how far removed your

living conditions are from the way most people live in civilized countries? The place is a mess,

it’s a firetrap, the plumbing doesn’t work, the neighborhood is not safe, you live up two flights of

stairs over a burnt-out shell, and neither one of you can hear the telephone.”“That’s your reality.

You go back to Paris and live in your reality, and let me and Seta go back to New Orleans and

live in our reality. You think you can live over in Europe and play your music and then come

here for a few days and tell us what to do? I’m still the head of this family.”“We don’t have to

fight this battle now,” I said.“There’s not going to be any battle. The battle is over. Look at me—

look me in the eyes.” His face was six inches from my own. His deep-set eyes looked like

sockets under his bushy white eyebrows. When he was at peace, it was simply the face of an

old man. But when he was angry, it was a grotesque and frightening mask. And he was angry

now.“Look me in the eyes. I’m your boss.”“No, Daddy, you are not my boss.”“Yes I am, and I am

tougher than you are. We are going back to New Orleans.”There was no point trying to find out

what my mother wanted. Her hearing was so bad, I could no longer carry on a real

conversation with her. Besides, she always went along with whatever my father decided. In

their sixty-seven years together, I don’t think she ever contradicted him. And now, her memory

was starting to slip. She asked Daddy to explain to me how to get to their house—the place I

had grown up in.My father once told me that if I ever wrote about him, I should do it “warts and

all.” But there weren’t always so many warts. In earlier years, Tom Sancton was a tall, dashing

young writer who charmed the ladies with his good looks and impressed his peers with his

quirky brilliance. He won a Nieman Fellowship at Harvard, became managing editor of the New

Republic at age twenty-eight, was recruited by Henry Luce to write for Life, and established

himself as one of the country’s most outspoken and radical voices in favor of racial equality.

Inspired by his early idol, Thomas Wolfe, he wrote two novels set in New Orleans and hoped to

carve out a name for himself as a great Southern author. That didn’t happen. His career went

off the rails then, and he never really got back on track. Instead of the next Thomas Wolfe, he

wound up more like one of those tragic, broken figures in a Tennessee Williams play.Most of

that went on over my head when I was a child. Whatever storms were raging in Tom Sancton’s

heart and soul, he was my hero. He told me magical bedtime stories that made me squeal with

laughter, took me fishing and crabbing, and made the world’s greatest gumbo. He taught me

about writing, books, and ideas, and pushed me to get ahead. Maybe he pushed too hard, but I

guess he did what he thought he had to do. He called it “coaching.” Some of it did me a lot of

good. And, as he never failed to remind me, he saved my butt on more than one occasion.I

thought about all that as my cousin Clay Alexander and I headed to New Orleans in his uncle

Hebron’s shiny new pickup truck. Clay had offered to share the driving with me and—armed

with his .45 automatic—act as a bodyguard in case we ran into looters. He assured me he was

a “damn good shot.” I prayed he wouldn’t be put to the test.Arriving by the Old River Road, we

easily talked our way past a police checkpoint though the city was officially closed. We turned

onto St. Charles Avenue, a graceful thoroughfare lined with moss-draped oaks and stately



homes. There were a lot of fallen trees and branches, but most of the buildings looked

unscathed and the ground was dry. Same story in the Garden District, where the city’s

wealthiest “old-line” families live. The rich, at least, had been spared.I was starting to think all

the apocalyptic TV images were wrong. Then we headed up Napoleon Avenue. Within a couple

of blocks, there was water up to our hubcaps—black, viscous, foul-smelling water full of floating

branches and garbage, and so teeming with malevolent microorganisms that the whole surface

seemed to vibrate in the steamy, late-summer heat. Clay and I put on surgical masks to

counter the stench and sprayed each other with insect repellent.We turned onto a side street

and approached General Pershing. My parents’ corner house looked no worse than usual.

Some of the man-eating vines that climbed up the side of the house had been ripped loose by

the wind—good riddance. Here and there, a rusted-out gutter was sagging. More worrisome,

though, the house was surrounded by a polluted moat, and the high watermark showed that

the old brick foundation had been soaked to a level of about three feet—not a good sign for a

structure that has been settling for years.We put on our knee-boots and jumped into the

sludge. My father had bolted the front door from inside, so we had to go up the back way—a

perilous path, since the rear steps had nearly rotted off the house. For days, I had had

nightmares about what we would find inside—rats, snakes, squatters, looters—but my fears

proved unfounded. The smell of death filled the house when Clay unwisely opened the

refrigerator. But he quickly slammed it shut and we went about our business. Clay wandered

through the cluttered rooms and shook his head. “I just can’t understand Seta living like

this.”There was no time for me to explain my mother’s long descent from Jackson aristocracy to

the current decadence. We scooped up various items and struggled to bring my father’s heavy

reading machine down the rickety back stairs. At that moment, we looked like nothing so much

as a pair of looters. I was afraid a cop, soldier, or vigilante might take a potshot at us. But there

was no one to be seen—no people, no cars, no movement at all. Apart from the occasional

military or emergency vehicle, the streets were empty. A city of nearly half a million people had

turned into a virtual ghost town.As we drove away from the relatively high ground near the

riverfront, we began to encounter the kind of catastrophic flooding that we had seen on TV. The

truck could not make it very far into those areas, but we could see the partially submerged cars

and houses all around us. The dark waters filled many of the old cemeteries, with their above-

ground crypts. “They had just buried my niece,” one old black woman told me. “Her casket done

rose up and float away.”

prologueMy heart leapt when we reached the top of the Causeway Boulevard overpass and

saw the skyline of downtown New Orleans. “It’s still there, Clay,” I said. “It’s still there!” My

Mississippi cousin, riding shotgun in our borrowed Ford pickup, pointed to the distant

Superdome. Three quarters of its roof had been peeled away like an onion skin. And sunlight

danced on the watery arteries that once were streets and avenues.But we were not there on

that September day in 2005 to gawk at the stricken city. We were on a mission: first, to see

what was left of my family home; second, to retrieve some vital objects for my parents. Both

ninety years old and living alone, they had reluctantly joined the New Orleans diaspora on

August 28, when my sister forced them into her car and headed for Florida. My father’s

cracking voice had announced their imminent departure in a brief voicemail message that I

received in my suburban Paris home on a beautiful summer day: “Tommy, the worst storm in

U.S. history is about to hit New Orleans. We are leaving town with Beth.” That was the last I

heard from them for nearly a week.In the meantime, like TV viewers around the world, I saw

the horrific scenes from New Orleans and the Gulf Coast: whole neighborhoods under water,



bodies drifting through the flooded streets, thousands of refugees herded into the reeking

bedlam of the Superdome and the Convention Center, miles and miles of beachfront property

reduced to piles of shattered timber. And as much as I worried about the fate of my family, I

worried about the future of that strange, magical city that had been my home until I left for

college.As the days went by, I frantically dialed Beth’s cell phone number. I finally got through

to my other sister, Wendy, who told me my parents were staying with family friends near

Pascagoula, Mississippi, in a house with no electricity or running water. Wendy’s bungalow in

nearby Moss Point had survived, but Beth’s home on the coast at Pass Christian had been

totally destroyed.That news hit me almost as hard as a death in the family. Starting out with

nothing but her irrepressible energy and determination, Beth had worked all her life to get that

dream house. Built in 1871, the colonnaded wood and brick mansion had been through many a

ferocious storm. It was badly battered by Hurricane Camille in 1969, and was little more than

an empty shell when Beth bought it several years later. She spent a quarter century restoring it

into an elegant showplace with twin rows of oak trees in front and stables in back. She filled it

with antique furniture and family photos and cherished it like Scarlett O’Hara cherished Tara.

Four generations of our family had gathered there the previous Christmas, little knowing it

would be for the last time. But when all the pelicans disappeared from the coast a week before

the storm, Beth took it as an omen. While on her way to Florida, with my parents in tow, she

had stopped in Pass Christian and literally kissed the old place good-bye. She went back the

day after Katrina hit to sift through the ruins. All she found was a few pieces of silver, some

broken china, and parts of her antique bed. “I’ll just have to start all over,” she vowed, like

Scarlett at the end of the Civil War.My parents eventually made it to Jackson, Mississippi,

where my mother was born in 1915 and still had some family. I met them there after flying in

from Paris. They were okay, but feeble and shaken. My mother, almost totally deaf and

suffering from a heart condition, needed her medicine and her amplifying telephone. My father,

a writer struck nearly blind by macular degeneration, needed his reading machine in order to

finish what he had long assured us would be his masterpiece. And he was frantic over the state

of his house.It must once have been a majestic place—two stories high, white fluted columns,

large breezy verandas with elegant banisters upstairs and down. The house had enjoyed a

brief moment of glory after Hurricane Betsy battered it in 1965. My father, who never seemed

to have any money or a stable job, had used the insurance settlement to fix the place up.

Seven years later, though, a fire started in the downstairs rental unit and gutted much of the old

wooden structure. The upstairs, where my parents lived, received cursory repairs that made it

marginally inhabitable. But it was all jerry-rigged—extension cords dangling every which way,

dysfunctional plumbing, open gas heaters with no ventilation system. The downstairs

apartment, a vital source of rental income, was simply boarded up, charred timbers and all,

and remains so to this day.As my parents got older, the place disintegrated into moldy

decadence, with broken furniture, threadbare carpets, rusted-out screens, dust and clutter

everywhere. Cardboard boxes filled with my father’s files multiplied and devoured one room

after another. In the kitchen, decades of grease and grime covered the walls; the door of the

refrigerator was coated with rust and, more often than not, food was left on the countertop

overnight for the roaches to feast on.The outside of the house was no less chaotic. Climbing

vines ran wild. The phalanx of trees that Daddy had long ago planted to block out the outside

world pushed the side fence down and cracked the foundations of the house with their root

systems. A thick carpet of rotting leaves and fallen palm branches covered what was once the

front lawn. The backyard was invaded by a ten-foot-high thicket of bamboo. More than once, I

was stopped on the sidewalk by passersby who wanted to buy what they thought was an



abandoned ruin.My sisters and I hoped that Katrina’s wrath would do what no rational

discussion could ever accomplish: force my father to accept the fact that, at ninety years old,

confronted with multiple infirmities, he and my mother could no longer live alone in their

disheveled New Orleans nest. I rented them a clean, functional house in the leafy

neighborhood that my mother had grown up in. Her Mississippi family—we have a lot of

“kissing cousins” in the South—provided the perfect support network. From storerooms and

attics and basements, they retrieved the wherewithal to furnish the new place and make it cozy.

But my father soon dispelled any idea that he would accept Jackson as a long-term

proposition.“Listen to me,” he croaked, riveting me with what I had known since childhood as

the look. It was a hard, cold, gaze of his blue eyes, now narrowed by age into little slits, but still

hurtful and fearsome in their brutal penetration. “I know you children have some idea that we

are going to stay here. Understand this well: we are going back to New Orleans. What would I

do here? There’s nothing for me in Jackson. I’d die here.”“What about Mother? Don’t you think

she’d be happier in a clean, decent place, surrounded by her family?”“She’s happy with me. I’m

the only person who can make her happy. I’m her caregiver. She needs me.”“But she doesn’t

need to go back to that shambles of a house. Do you have any idea how far removed your

living conditions are from the way most people live in civilized countries? The place is a mess,

it’s a firetrap, the plumbing doesn’t work, the neighborhood is not safe, you live up two flights of

stairs over a burnt-out shell, and neither one of you can hear the telephone.”“That’s your reality.

You go back to Paris and live in your reality, and let me and Seta go back to New Orleans and

live in our reality. You think you can live over in Europe and play your music and then come

here for a few days and tell us what to do? I’m still the head of this family.”“We don’t have to

fight this battle now,” I said.“There’s not going to be any battle. The battle is over. Look at me—

look me in the eyes.” His face was six inches from my own. His deep-set eyes looked like

sockets under his bushy white eyebrows. When he was at peace, it was simply the face of an

old man. But when he was angry, it was a grotesque and frightening mask. And he was angry

now.“Look me in the eyes. I’m your boss.”“No, Daddy, you are not my boss.”“Yes I am, and I am

tougher than you are. We are going back to New Orleans.”There was no point trying to find out

what my mother wanted. Her hearing was so bad, I could no longer carry on a real

conversation with her. Besides, she always went along with whatever my father decided. In

their sixty-seven years together, I don’t think she ever contradicted him. And now, her memory

was starting to slip. She asked Daddy to explain to me how to get to their house—the place I

had grown up in.My father once told me that if I ever wrote about him, I should do it “warts and

all.” But there weren’t always so many warts. In earlier years, Tom Sancton was a tall, dashing

young writer who charmed the ladies with his good looks and impressed his peers with his

quirky brilliance. He won a Nieman Fellowship at Harvard, became managing editor of the New

Republic at age twenty-eight, was recruited by Henry Luce to write for Life, and established

himself as one of the country’s most outspoken and radical voices in favor of racial equality.

Inspired by his early idol, Thomas Wolfe, he wrote two novels set in New Orleans and hoped to

carve out a name for himself as a great Southern author. That didn’t happen. His career went

off the rails then, and he never really got back on track. Instead of the next Thomas Wolfe, he

wound up more like one of those tragic, broken figures in a Tennessee Williams play.Most of

that went on over my head when I was a child. Whatever storms were raging in Tom Sancton’s

heart and soul, he was my hero. He told me magical bedtime stories that made me squeal with

laughter, took me fishing and crabbing, and made the world’s greatest gumbo. He taught me

about writing, books, and ideas, and pushed me to get ahead. Maybe he pushed too hard, but I

guess he did what he thought he had to do. He called it “coaching.” Some of it did me a lot of



good. And, as he never failed to remind me, he saved my butt on more than one occasion.I

thought about all that as my cousin Clay Alexander and I headed to New Orleans in his uncle

Hebron’s shiny new pickup truck. Clay had offered to share the driving with me and—armed

with his .45 automatic—act as a bodyguard in case we ran into looters. He assured me he was

a “damn good shot.” I prayed he wouldn’t be put to the test.Arriving by the Old River Road, we

easily talked our way past a police checkpoint though the city was officially closed. We turned

onto St. Charles Avenue, a graceful thoroughfare lined with moss-draped oaks and stately

homes. There were a lot of fallen trees and branches, but most of the buildings looked

unscathed and the ground was dry. Same story in the Garden District, where the city’s

wealthiest “old-line” families live. The rich, at least, had been spared.I was starting to think all

the apocalyptic TV images were wrong. Then we headed up Napoleon Avenue. Within a couple

of blocks, there was water up to our hubcaps—black, viscous, foul-smelling water full of floating

branches and garbage, and so teeming with malevolent microorganisms that the whole surface

seemed to vibrate in the steamy, late-summer heat. Clay and I put on surgical masks to

counter the stench and sprayed each other with insect repellent.We turned onto a side street

and approached General Pershing. My parents’ corner house looked no worse than usual.

Some of the man-eating vines that climbed up the side of the house had been ripped loose by

the wind—good riddance. Here and there, a rusted-out gutter was sagging. More worrisome,

though, the house was surrounded by a polluted moat, and the high watermark showed that

the old brick foundation had been soaked to a level of about three feet—not a good sign for a

structure that has been settling for years.We put on our knee-boots and jumped into the

sludge. My father had bolted the front door from inside, so we had to go up the back way—a

perilous path, since the rear steps had nearly rotted off the house. For days, I had had

nightmares about what we would find inside—rats, snakes, squatters, looters—but my fears

proved unfounded. The smell of death filled the house when Clay unwisely opened the

refrigerator. But he quickly slammed it shut and we went about our business. Clay wandered

through the cluttered rooms and shook his head. “I just can’t understand Seta living like

this.”There was no time for me to explain my mother’s long descent from Jackson aristocracy to

the current decadence. We scooped up various items and struggled to bring my father’s heavy

reading machine down the rickety back stairs. At that moment, we looked like nothing so much

as a pair of looters. I was afraid a cop, soldier, or vigilante might take a potshot at us. But there

was no one to be seen—no people, no cars, no movement at all. Apart from the occasional

military or emergency vehicle, the streets were empty. A city of nearly half a million people had

turned into a virtual ghost town.As we drove away from the relatively high ground near the

riverfront, we began to encounter the kind of catastrophic flooding that we had seen on TV. The

truck could not make it very far into those areas, but we could see the partially submerged cars

and houses all around us. The dark waters filled many of the old cemeteries, with their above-

ground crypts. “They had just buried my niece,” one old black woman told me. “Her casket done

rose up and float away.”The most dramatic views were to be had from the overpasses. We

parked on the nearly deserted I-10 highway to gaze down at a broad avenue that looked like a

black river. Door frames, tires, branches, and green scum floated on the surface of the sluggish

stream. Another man stood at the railing and shook his head in amazement. I asked him if he

knew the name of the street down there. “Carrollton Avenue,” he said. I was stunned: I had

once lived just a couple of blocks from there, but I couldn’t even recognize it.We headed down

to the French Quarter. To my amazement and relief, that whole historic area—St. Louis

Cathedral, Jackson Square, the old French Market—was dry and relatively undamaged. I

walked the abandoned streets and approached the spot that, in my youth, had seemed like the



very heart of New Orleans and the passionate center of my existence: Preservation Hall. I had

heard wild rumors that this world-renowned Mecca of traditional jazz was under ten feet of

water. But as I walked up St. Peter Street from Bourbon, I saw it was intact.I placed my hands

on the wrought-iron gates and peered into the carriageway. It looked just as it had on that hot

summer night when my father first took me there, more than forty years earlier, and opened the

door to the most profound experience of my life. At that time it was just a one-room hole-in-the-

wall frequented by a cult-like handful of traditional jazz fans. I immediately fell in love with the

music, the people, and the funky atmosphere—and decided to become a jazz musician

myself.Thus began my apprenticeship alongside some of the city’s legendary old black

jazzmen. They became my idols and mentors. They taught me about their music, of course, but

more than that. They taught me about their world, their neighborhoods, their humor and anger,

their fears and disappointments, their courage in the face of poverty and prejudice, sickness

and death. Most of all, they taught me their humanity. They called themselves “the mens.”This

book is a song for my fathers—the white one who sired, raised, and coached me, and the black

ones who inspired and encouraged me, and enriched my life beyond measure. It also recounts

the life and times of a middle-class white boy growing up in New Orleans in the 1950s and

’60s. New Orleans is more than a backdrop to this drama; it is perhaps the central player, for

this story could not have taken place in any other city in the world.The book was written over a

period of several years, before Katrina smashed into my beloved town and changed its face

forever. In the wake of that cataclysm, these memories of New Orleans may seem particularly

poignant and nostalgic. In fact, the New Orleans of which I speak had mostly faded into history

long before Katrina struck—a victim of time, progress, and the eternal passing of

generations.But this is the way it was.

Song for Dallas Cowboys

The Last Baron: The Paris Kidnapping That Brought Down an Empire, The Bettencourt Affair:

The World's Richest Woman and the Scandal That Rocked Paris, Death of a Princess: The

True Story Behind Diana's Tragic End, The Beekeeper's Apprentice: or, On the Segregation of

the Queen (Mary Russell and Sherlock Holmes Book 1), Coltrane: The Story of a Sound

(PICADOR)

John A. Brissette, “Incrediblt well done memoir. I am a frequent visitor to New Orleans. The

city is a cultural home to me with family from Louisiana. I am also a fan of trad jazz. The music

Tom plays and writes about here. The "young musicians" he refers to as assuming the mantel

of the men in the book are the people I routinely go to see play. So that made me love the

book. That aside, even if you've never been to the city or heard Armstrong play, its worth it. It

is a very well done memoir. Perhaps not as cinematic as McCourt's work for example, but it is

fun, honest, welcoming, weird, funny, strange, surprising, and doesn't take itself too seriously.

Which, is exactly as it should be if it is to represent New Orleans which is all of those things. It

is also a story about acceptance. Acceptance beyond a color line, the division of age, or

economy. Acceptance that comes from a shared passion for something larger than oneself.

This is musicianship and artistry. This is what Tom experienced in the book and is much of the

fabric of New Orleans today. It is also a book about existing in two worlds, seeing two homes,

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/ZPEJr/Song-for-My-Fathers-A-New-Orleans-Story-in-Black-and-White


two fathers, two distinct pairs of influences that combine to make one great thing. Tom

captures that very well also. All in all it is a great memoir and a great representation of the

incredible City of New Orleans.”

D. Fox, “A lyrical, beautiful tribute to the music, the city and the "mens.". This is not your

ordinary memoir. Tom Sancton gives a history of traditional New Orleans jazz, takes you inside

the music and, equally important, inside the culture. He writes from both an insider's

perspective and as an outsider. This is no dry chronology, but a lyrical, beautifully written

tribute to the "mens", the heart of the music and the soul of New Orleans. Sancton was

privileged to be invited to a seat (and there is no doubt that he earned his seat!)and invited into

the lives of these talented men and this rich tradition. He has made me listen with new ears to

the sounds of 20th Century NOLA. This book was a gift and turned out to be an unexpected

treasure.”

Margaret M. Kadlecek, “Soulful, beautifully written book.. I have bought two copies, one to

share. New Orleans is my home, although I live elsewhere.Tom's book speaks to me in many

ways; the nostalgia is achingly sweet. If you love this old, weathered, soulful, scentful city; if

you enjoy reading lyrical prose, then read "Song for My Fathers". Tom has a writer's heart ---

memories took me right back home.”

Richard Fannan, “Remarkably good book. This is a personal memoir about growing up in New

Orleans but also a history of the revival of traditional New Orleans jazz centered around

Preservation Hall.  One of the best books I've read about New Orleans and New Orleans jazz”

Anne C. Rennick, “Nola. Endearing”

Cardinal7, “and whose contributions to the unique musical culture of New Orleans are

memorialized in this wonderful book.. an memoir of growing up in an unusual, creative family

which was ahead of its time in segregation era New Orleans, with a focus on the treasure of

New Orleans jazz musicians who must not be forgotten ; and whose contributions to the

unique musical culture of New Orleans are memorialized in this wonderful book .”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent. This is a well written interesting story about New Orleans jazz

history. The book is in great condition, like new and well priced.”

Music Heals, “Fascinating Tale!. Couldn't put this book down. Tommy Sancton is a wonderful

writer. He shares his love of the music, culture, and spirit of his hometown, NOLA. His Dad had

the foresight to introduce him to the city's unique cultural aspects when he was a young boy in

the 1960's, when New Orleans was still a segregated city by law. When I came to the end of

the book, I didn't want it to end. This could be made into a wonderful movie.”

Robert G. Ross, “Song for my fathers...... A well written and poignant view of New Orleans life

as seen through the eyes of the author. Extremely detailed and informative. I really enjoyed this

novel, not just because I am also a clarinet player and not just because I love New Orleans

music, but because in parts it reflected parts of my life as the story played out. The very last

few pages brought a lump to my throat and a tear to my eye. I thoroughly enjoyed the book and

would recommend it....a great read.”



Richard, “Beautiful book. Wonderful book, I've bought about 5 copies at least for various

friends and family. The most enjoyable book I have read about the Crescent City and it's jazz

musicians.”

Maree Erkkila, “Five Stars. A really well written account of the original jazz musicians lives from

personal friendship with these remarkable people.”

pat, “Brilliant. Really interesting”

Mr. M. Law, “Four Stars. very readable and interesting account of some of the last original Jazz

men.”

The book by Tom Sancton has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 34 people have provided feedback.
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